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PREFACE

N ew Year's Day in 1946 was extremely cold on Camphill. 

I had first seen sailplanes there in the summer of 1939. 

I was there again but now there was frost on the ground 

and a biting wind of 25 knots. After a six-year wartime ban on all sport 

flying this was the first day that gliding clubs in England were legally 

permitted to re-start operations. The Derbyshire and Lancashire Glid 

ing Club Committee had survived the war and kept the club alive. 

They were ready with a serviceable winch and two sailplanes. There 

was a Grunau Baby II and a Kirby Kite which, somehow, had survived 

military requisitioning. Both were built of wood, the open-framed 

parts of their wing and tail covered in clear-doped fabric. The plywood 

skin areas of the Kite were varnished, showing the intricate grain of 

the outer veneers and all the skillfully made scarf joints. Nothing, 

I thought, could ever surpass the dream-like image and sound of a 

wooden aircraft with translucent wings passing through the air.

On that day there was no chance of soaring but ten launches 

were done before all retreated to shelter in the old farmhouse 

which was the club headquarters. It was a new beginning but with 

old aircraft and equipment. It was not at all clear, that there was to 

be a technical and theoretical revolution.

By 1965 we had experienced things quite beyond the imagination 

of those who had gathered on that chilling hill top two decades earli 

er. Those were exciting years. There were discoveries in aerodynamics 

and meteorology. New materials, adhesives and methods of aircraft 

construction were proposed, tested and adopted or discarded. New in 

struments were invented. There were new, tougher sorts of competi 

tion, new tasks and records to be achieved. Pilots learned new tech 

niques; methods of training were transformed. The old hilltop glid 

ing sites, although still used, began to seem out of date. New clubs 

and large gliding centres developed on flat land. Everything changed.

There remained the fascination and beauty of soaring, but it was 

beauty now of a very different kind. The best sailplanes competing 

in the 'Open Class' World Championships of 1965 were large, sleek 

and fast, heavy, complex and expensive. Wings had flaps, undercar 

riages retracted, there were tanks for water ballast. Powerful air 

brakes were essential. Cockpits were narrow, crowded with equip 

ment and enclosed by moulded transparent canopies. In some cases 

the pilots lay on their backs rather than sitting. Everyone had ra 

dios, glide calculators, audio instruments. External surfaces were 

smooth, almost free of bumps or wobbles, and kept clean. Joints 

and control surface hinges were airtight. Internal structures and ex 

ternal skins were often of metal or plastic. Even the so-called 'Stan 

dard Class', supposed to be smaller, cheaper and more practical, had 

not escaped the transformation. In the struggle to get the most 

from a limited wing span of fifteen metres, designers had adopted 

extreme measures. In this class wheels did not retract but were of

ten so deeply buried in the fuselage that they defeated their pur 

pose. Where plywood was still used, it was often in the form of a 

sandwich with plastic foam filling and always primed and painted.

Following directly from the first volume, 'Sailplanes 1920 -1945', I 

attempt here an account of the revolution in soaring by describing 

sailplanes that made their first flights in the twenty year period, 

1945 - 65. 1965 was not the end of the revolution but marked a 

turning point. For this reason, and because a pause is necessary 

somewhere, that year makes a convenient end point for this book. 

The most fundamental technical developments in sailplane design 

and construction had been made or were foreseeable. When I began 

this ambitious project, a preliminary list of aircraft deserving to be 

included contained more than four hundred types. A drastic reduc 

tion was inevitable. Many fine aircraft have therefore been omitted 

or reduced to a mere mention in the text, or sometimes a single pho 

tograph. The criteria used to make the cuts are not fully defensible 

although they are not arbitrary. It proves very difficult to obtain ac 

curate information about some significant and important aircraft. In 

old magazines and books indistinct photographs, rough outline 

drawings or sketches of contemporary gliders are to be found. Often 

it has proved impossible to get beyond these to discover the kind of 

detail that a work of this kind requires. The groups or companies 

concerned are sometimes no longer in existence. Designers and con 

structors have moved into other fields, retired or died. Records have 

been destroyed or buried in forgotten archives and lost for practical 

purposes. Political upheavals and wars have done enormous harm. 

This applies unfortunately to some entire countries where enquiries, 

have failed to uncover the desired material. Sailplanes were designed 

and built in China, Bulgaria and Romania but other than their 

names and general outlines, sufficient details have not been found. 

East Germany, the USSR and Brazil get quite inadequate coverage. In 

dia and Japan are entirely omitted.

On the other hand, sometimes more information is available 

than can be accommodated. Many friends have offered generous 

help and are formally thanked in the Appendix. Some will probably 

feel that the space allocated to the material they provided is inade 

quate. Some important items have been left out and the space given 

to others. There could be and should be more books covering the 

same period but one author cannot pretend to have the compe 

tence and energy to attempt all of them. In making any final selec 

tion there is admittedly an element of bias, subjective judgment 

and personal preference. What followed after 1965 requires at least 

another volume. It should cover the further discoveries in aerody 

namics, structural materials and instrumentation, and the adapta 

tion and absorption of the new craft and practices into general and 
routine operations.



INTRODUCTION

Starting Over

When the Second World War ended much of Europe was devastat 

ed. In Germany where the sport of soaring had begun, every major 

city was reduced almost entirely to rubble. The country was divided 

into occupation zones, British, American, French and Russian. The 

Allied armies had captured hundreds of motorless aircraft. Many 

were taken as spoils of war or shipped off for technical examina 

tion. Others were requisitioned for recreational gliding clubs set up 

by the occupying forces. Most were deliberately destroyed. As in 

1919, German nationals were forbidden to engage in aviation, with 

the difference that gliding was this time specifically included in the 

ban. Local glider pilots hid a few precious sailplanes in secret barns 

and sheds. Austria, like Germany, was occupied and divided.

The soaring movement in Poland had rivaled that of Germany. 

There was now a drastic, forced change of political frontiers. The ef 

fect was to shift the whole of Poland westwards. Lost entirely to the 

USSR were all the eastern territories. Gained were the former Ger 

man provinces of Pomerania, Upper Silesia and half of East Prussia. 

The famous Grunau factory of Edmund Schneider was in Silesia. 

The Schneider family was among the millions of displaced people 

contributing unwillingly to a vast refugee problem. In what re 

mained of pre-war Poland, there were only two complete sailplanes.

In neutral Switzerland, soaring had been interrupted for months 

but was later allowed in limited areas. The companies established 

by Spalinger, Hug (Spyr) and the Miillers (Moswey) continued to 

design and build sailplanes. In Sweden also flying continued more 

or less normally. There was no shortage of aircraft quality timber 

and over a hundred sailplanes were built to German plans, Grunau 

Babies, Weihes, Kranich two-seaters and a few Olympias. There was 

some indigenous design activity. A central gliding school for in 

structors was established, with government money, at Alleberg. 

There were said to be about 3000 glider pilots. In Spain, a National 

Gliding School had been established in 1940 at Monflorite, with of 

ficial support. Sailplanes were built from German plans and pupils' 

costs were generously subsidised.

It had been expected by many that as soon as the fighting ended, 

thousands of former pilots demobilised from vastly reduced airforces 

would wish to continue flying. Soaring, relatively cheap and entirely 

peaceful, would be highly attractive to them. At the same time, many 

young cadets who had expected to be flying military aeroplanes with 

in a few months, would find this exciting prospect gone and would 

turn, or turn again, to gliding. There would be rapid expansion with 

greatly increased demand for new sailplanes. Designers and factories 

would be sure of employment. Plans were made accordingly.

There was indeed rapid growth in some countries. In France some 

gliding and glider manufacture had been allowed by the short-lived

Vichy government but was stopped when the Germans occupied 

the whole country. When soaring began again after 1944, there 

were very substantial government subsidies. National Centres were 

established at chosen sites, with professional staff. Over 450 cap 

tured sailplanes of all types came from Germany and 1000 new two 

seat and single seat trainers were ordered, the types chosen dating 

back several years. Manufacturers were encouraged to develop some 

new designs. It was estimated that by 1947 there were at least 

50,000 active sailplane pilots in France.
In the Netherlands no soaring had been possible for five years. 

After the war a government subsidy allowed the establishment of a 

national soaring centre at Terlet near Arnhem. The Fokker Compa 

ny undertook some manufacture using German drawings.

Following the 1945 Potsdam conference, eastern Europe, including 

the Russian occupation zone of Germany, was taken into the commu 

nist block controlled from Moscow. By 1948, Czechoslovakia was also 

drawn in. Yugoslavia broke away, though remaining communist un 

der Marshal Tito. Finland, with a subsidised National Gliding Centre 

at Jamijarvi, struggled to maintain a quasi independence. In all the 

communist countries there was substantial state backing for sport, es 

pecially when international prestige was at stake. In the case of soar 

ing, there was additional interest because, as in pre-war Germany, this 

was a way of encouraging young people to pursue careers in aviation 

and the air forces. Vigorous efforts were made to rebuild the move 

ment. In association with this, new design and manufacture of equip 

ment was encouraged. There was also the possibility of exporting 

sailplanes. State-owned companies were freed of the intense commer 

cial pressures experienced in capitalist countries but there were 

checks of other kinds. If, but only if, a new project could be justified 

to the political and economic overseers, it could proceed.

In Britain a large wartime industry had been set up manufacturing 

military transport gliders. In addition the Air Training Corps used 

hundreds of 'Cadet' and Tutor' trainers. The chief manufacturer, 

Slingsby, was ready immediately to produce again for the civilian mar 

ket. Other firms had appeared, notably Martin Hearn in association 

with Slingsby, and Elliotts of Newbury, a former furniture manufactur 

er turned aircraft builder. Horace Buckingham, the proprietor, hoped 

to find new markets in the revived civilian flying clubs. But the ex 

pected growth was much smaller than anticipated. There was no sub 

sidy and little or no official interest. The clubs could hardly cope with 

the numbers that did appear for they were desperately short of aircraft 

and equipment. The London Gliding Club based at Dunstable was 

forced to turn newcomers away at first. Elliotts began to produce the 

'Olympia' and Slingsby's order books became very thin.

In the USA sport flying suffered when materials and men were 

called into military service, but there was no devastation. The
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Schweizer Aircraft Company after 1945 was able to turn attention 

again to sporting sailplanes. But they too, ran into difficulties. The 

North American market was flooded by two-seaters, including some 

of their own products now made available cheaply as surplus to mili 

tary needs. The end of war also freed numerous skilled engineers, de 

signers and constructors who, taking advantage of liberal airworthi 

ness laws, could contribute as before to a vigorous home-design and 

building movement. Why buy, when you could design and build?

The small Canadian gliding movement had almost collapsed in 

1940 but was reawakened by the arrival of several well-qualified and 

energetic Europeans, among them the outstanding designer, Wa- 

claw Czerwinski, who had escaped when the Germans conquered 

Poland. He settled in Canada. By 1944 a new sailplane, a version of 

his famous 'Salamandra' re-named 'Robin', was flying.

Elsewhere, gliding in Australia almost ceased for several years 

when war broke out in the Pacific region. A few small, scattered 

clubs struggled on. A revival began during and after 1944 and there 

was always some amateur design and building. In Argentina, Brazil 

and South Africa there were active clubs but apart from some 

homebuilding, little in the way of new design.

In Japan all gliders were destroyed. The soaring clubs in that 

country vanished.

In Germany, where the interest and desire to go soaring was as 

strong as ever, there was nothing but frustration until the bans were 

removed. This did not happen in West Germany till 1951. In Eastern 

Germany some limited soaring was permitted before this date. Sub 

sequently there was design and manufacture by VEB Apparatebau 

Lommatzsch. The small drawing shown on this page illustrates one 

East German type, the Libelle Laminar, a 16.5 metre span sailplane 

of wooden construction. It has not been possible to find detail suf 

ficient to make a better drawing. This illustrates a very common 

problem for the author of a book such as this.

The cutting edge

One of the first important post-war decisions by the gliding division 

of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale, concerned interna 

tional soaring competitions. There had been one such championship 

in 1937. The International Olympic Games Committee thereafter ac

cepted soaring. In 1948 the Games were to be held in England. After 

consideration the Olympic Committee decided against soaring be 

cause there was insufficient time for preparations. This decision was 

not intended to apply to the next Games, due for 1952, but the FAI 

decided nevertheless to stage an independent championship. It was 

intended to hold this meeting in England in parallel with the 

Olympics. Despite organising a successful national competition as a 

rehearsal in 1947, the British Gliding Association, lacking financial 

support and sponsorship, were unable to act as hosts. Instead, 

Switzerland offered to run the Championships at the Alpine site of 

Samedan. For one reason and another, after 1948 soaring never did 

become part of the Olympic Games. This had a significant side effect.

The principle of Olympic competition had always been competi 

tion of person against person or human team against team. Had 

soaring been included, all pilots would have flown the same type of 

sailplane. (That was the purpose of the 'Olympia' design in the first 

place.) The new Internationals, held from now regularly every two 

years or so, were always a competition between pilot and sailplane 

in combination. At the Championships designers and manufactur 

ers could display their latest products, not only sailplanes but all 

the ancillary equipment, instruments, parachutes, oxygen appara 

tus, radios, trailers, towing vehicles, materials, adhesives, tools, 

clothing, everything and anything that had some relevance to the 

sport. They arranged, as far as possible, that outstanding pilots 

would use their products. They would often provide crews and cars. 

By winning or at least doing well, they hoped to ensure that they 

would succeed in the market place. The Internationals became 

much more than a test of soaring skill. They were, and remained, 

also a biennial commercial show. The same applied only slightly 

less to the numerous national and regional competitions that mul 

tiplied and grew in size and complexity year by year.

One thing that remained and still remains almost unknown in 

soaring, is the large cash prize that, in some other sports, has come 

to be such an important factor. There were always a few profession 

al gliding instructors. A few of these have extended their courses to 

advanced soaring for contest aspirants. But there has never been 

anything comparable with the golf or tennis circuit where star per 

formers make fortunes while being cheered and even mobbed by 

adoring supporters. Soaring has never been and probably never can 

become a spectator sport. Television cameras are rarely seen at glid 

ing sites. As soon as they can, the aircraft fly out of sight and be 

come visible again only for a few minutes at the end of a contest 

day, if then. There is nothing in the game for 'couch potatoes' and 

precious little for advertising agencies.

The rivalry that grew up around the competitive sport, was one of 

the powerful influences that caused sailplane design and construc 

tion to advance as it did. If the Olympic principle had prevailed, 

there might have been stagnation in design. Everyone might still be 

flying sailplanes designed in 1939. That did not happen. Soaring, 

after 1945, acquired a hard commercial edge that had not been ap 

parent before. Something was lost. Something else, the modern 
sailplane, was gained.
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The old tradition

N ew sailplanes appearing in the immediate post war pe 

riod owed much to tradition. In many cases design 
work had begun years before. Something must be said 

about the pilots for whom these aircraft were designed. Beyond the 
elementary stages the first important achievement was the 'Silver C' 
badge which required a duration flight of five hours, height gain of 
1000 metres, and a 50 kilometre cross-country flight, with outland- 
ing. The kind of sailplane used would often be of the Grunau Baby 
class. Given an adequate wind blowing against a slope, the duration 
task was easy, though not very interesting. Often the hardest part of 
the flight was the seat the pilot had to sit on. The gain of height 
could be done with one good thermal. The cross-country required 
more than one thermal and a degree of self-confidence. Often the 
most difficult thing was to turn away from the home site and glide 
away knowing that the landing would be in unfamiliar surroundings. 

The 'Gold C' badge, introduced in 1937, required a distance flight 
of 300 km and a height gain of 3000 m. This often required cloud 
flying except in regions where cloud bases were very high. Up till 
the end of June 1945 the total number of pilots who had ever offi 
cially completed the Gold C was 48, of whom 36 were German na 
tionals. There were four Hungarians, three Americans and one each 
from Britain, Egypt, France and Yugoslavia. 1

In soaring competitions some points were given for height gains 
but on a given day the tendency was for all pilots to achieve about 
the same maximum altitudes. The decisive task was then cross 
country flying, either 'free distance' or to a pre-declared destina 
tion. Reaching the goal gained large bonus points. A harder task 
was for a pilot to pick a goal, reach it and attempt to return with 
out landing. This would gain an even larger bonus. Some kind of 
observation had to be arranged at the turning point. The first time 
a camera was used to establish successful rounding of such a turn 
was probably in July 1951 at the British National Championships, 
but it was years before turning point cameras and film scrutiny be 
came standard practice. Pilots chose their own goals and their own 
take off times. There was a good deal of 'start time juggling' as the 
more experienced competitors deliberately changed their ostensive 
decisions to confuse those who would attempt to follow them.

i - Hirth, W. Handbuch des Segelfliegens, p 412. It is surprising that neither Poland nor the 
USSR appears in the official list. There were certainly pilots who had completed the re 
quirements but apparently they did not register their achievements with the FAI in Paris.

At first the flying techniques were unsophisticated. The pilot after 
launch would search for a thermal and, if finding it, circle to gain as 
much height as possible, perhaps continuing the climb in cloud. 
When the greatest possible height had been achieved course would 
be set directly downwind. All going well more circling climbs and 
further glides followed until towards the end of the soaring day, or 
meeting an adverse change of weather, a landing became necessary.

The usual instruments were an altimeter and airspeed indicator, 
compass and variometer. Total energy compensation for the vari 
ometer to smooth out 'stick thermals' caused by changes of airspeed, 
was generally adopted at this time. The 'static' pressure connection 
for the variometer was replaced by a small venturi, usually mounted 
adjacent to the pitot head. Carefully placed 'blisters' on the fuselage 
nose could, if correctly shaped, give the same effect. In principle, a 
change of airspeed and height caused by the pilot's actions would 
produce a rise or fall of pressure in the 'static' connection, compen 
sating for the altitude change. Later, flexible diaphragms were intro 
duced into the plumbing to approximate the same effect.

The principles of the electric variometer depending on a Wheat- 
stone bridge electrical circuit were recognised before 1940. Such in 
struments came into widespread use only after transistors and ther 
mistors became available in the late 'fifties.

Clockwork drum barographs using inked nibs on paper charts, or 
smoked metal foil, were required for badge, competition and record 
flights. Gyro instruments for cloud flying were often fitted, usually 
a battery-driven turn and slip indicator modified for gliding use. 
Some owner-pilots and clubs were able to afford an artificial hori 
zon. Oxygen breathing equipment was rare but not unknown. Ra 
dios suitable for sailplanes were not yet easily obtained but became 
so with the development of the transistor. Parachutes were not al 
ways carried but rules requiring them in competitions were soon 
introduced.

The end of solo training

Arguments continued for some time about the best way to train be 
ginners. Some textbooks published as late as 1952 still included 
substantial sections on learning to fly solo. Primary gliders of the 
SG - 38 type continued in production and in the USSR a textbook 
published in 1974 described solo training as one of the normal
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Above, the Tiny Mite before and, right, after the tram- 

formation. The best glide ratio was increased from less 

than 20:1 to more than 30.

methods.2 The advantages claimed for solo training were doubtful 
and the success rates low. Those who did continue beyond the stage 
of 'hops', 'high hops' and full circuits would advance to intermedi 
ate and high performance sailplanes. They had only verbal advice 
about stalling, spinning and spin recovery. They would be briefed 
on thermal soaring, cross-country flying, outlandings and aerotow- 
ing before doing them but rarely or never given two-seater experi 
ence of them. Cloud flying and aerobatics were largely self-taught.

The argument that two seat gliders with dual controls were not 
available or too expensive, if it had ever been valid, was never so af 
ter 1945. From 1950 Dual training was almost universally adopted. 
Some of the sailplanes described in later pages were two-seaters in 
tended for basic training. These were sometimes little more than 
primary gliders with a second seat and they performed hardly any 
better. (There were others, not included.) More years passed before 
it became accepted that a pilot might, from the start, learn to fly a 
two seat sailplane with good cross-country performance.

The speed to fly

Given that good soaring conditions have limited duration, the 
sailplane achieving the best average ground speed will travel furthest 
in the available hours. A cross-country pilot, even if not in a competi 
tion, should not waste time. Articles and textbooks from 1945 onward 
explained mathematically how the best speed to fly in the glides be 
tween thermals depended on the characteristics of the sailplane and 
the expected rates of climb. Pilots developed tables, charts, small slide 
rules and calculators enabling them to determine quickly in the cock 
pit how to vary the airspeed. Most widely adopted of the devices for 
this purpose was the ring calculator, used first in 1947 by Paul Mac- 
Cready. This fitted as a ring on a dial type variometer.

Thermals can be narrow and weak. To use them a sailplane should 
be light with a high aspect ratio. (The span large for a given total 
area.) But on any given soaring day, some thermals are stronger than 
others. A pilot who can find strong thermals when others are climb-

2- Fox Ceen, The ABC of Gliding, Alien & Unwin, London, 1952. V.M. Zamyatin, Planery 
planenzm p 236.

ing slowly in feeble ones makes a much better average speed. Using 
the MacCready ring, a pilot confident of finding strong lift sets the 
expected rate of climb high and, following it, flies fast between ther 

mals and circles only in the best ones. For this style of flying there 
are important advantages in having a heavy sailplane. The rates of 
climb suffer to some extent but the expert compensates for this by 

using only strong lift. With extra weight the glide ratio is better at 
high speed, more air can be explored and there is then an improved 
chance of finding the necessary good thermal.

There had been some upward trend in wing loading from around 
15 or 16 kilogrammes per square metre in the late 'twenties to a lit 
tle over 18 for contest sailplanes of 1938 - 9. This trend continued as 
pilots demanded better glides at high speeds.

The requirement for climbing in weak lift nevertheless remained. 
There were always occasions when the strong thermal could not be 

found, or perhaps an entire contest day would be conducted in dif 
ficult weather. What was required was a sailplane with good perfor 

mance over a wide range of airspeeds. It should be capable of flying 
slowly to use weak lift, but able to accelerate and glide fast at a shal 
low angle of descent.

The idea of carrying ballast was not new. Sailplanes with water 

tanks had been built as long ago as 1934. In 1939 the Russian pilot, 
Olga Klepikova, had set the world distance record in a 'Rotfront 7' 
sailplane which, tanks full, had a wing loading about twice that of 
contemporary sailplanes in Germany or Poland. This was quite ex 

ceptional but after 1945 ballast tanks began to appear more often in 
contest sailplanes, especially in countries where climatic conditions 
ensured strong thermals on many days. In good soaring weather 
the tanks would be filled before take off. If conditions deteriorated 
the water would be dropped.

A more attractive theoretical solution to the speed range problem 
was to fit flaps. With flaps down, increasing the camber of the 

wing, the stalling speed would be less and profile drag at low flight 
speeds much reduced. Tighter turns in narrow thermals would be 
possible with smaller rates of sink relative to the air. Better climbs 
would result. To go fast the flaps could be raised for a flat glide. Also 
promising was the wing with variable area, which could be accom 
plished by using large, extensible flaps of the 'Fowler' type. Howev-
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er, flaps sometimes proved less successful than hoped, creating 
more drag than they saved because of the almost inevitable discon 
tinuities and breaks of the wing surface, air leakage through hinges, 
protruding outriggers and supports.

Sealing the gaps

During the late 'forties in the USA, under the direction of Professor 
August Raspet at Mississippi State College, systematic tests were car 
ried out on various unrefined ex-military training gliders and in par 
ticular the Laister Kauffman LK -10. A thorough programme of aero 
dynamic cleaning up began. Gaps and leaks were sealed; the form 
and skin drag of the fuselage reduced by removing all the non struc 
tural parts of it above the wing. A blown plastic bubble replaced the 
crude canopy, the wheel was faired and many other detailed im 
provements made. The performance was brought to equal some of 
the better sailplanes of comparable size currently flying in Europe.

A small sailplane of only 10.36 metres span called 'Tiny Mite', built 
by Ray Parker, was also investigated. Dick Johnson extensively modi 
fied it in 1948. Large external flaps on outriggers were fitted. The

wing loading was 36 kg/sq. m, comparable with the famous Rotfront 7 
fully laden. Johnson was disappointed when the reconstructed Tiny 
Mite was flown. The best glide ratio was less than 1: 20. Extension of 
the wingspan to 12.3 metres had not made much improvement. Co 
operating with Raspet, Johnson undertook an extensive programme 
of aerodynamic improvement. The out-rigged flaps were removed, the 
fuselage re-shaped, the badly shaped canopy was replaced with a bub 
ble, gaps and hinge lines were smoothed and sealed. By 1950 Raspet 
reported that the best glide ratio was now 26.7: 1. Work on the Tiny 
Mite continued and by 1954 the best glide ratio was slightly better 
than 30: 1. Lessons learned from this exercise had profound effects on 
the sailplanes described in Part 2 of this book.

In this section the sailplanes are listed alphabetically by nationali 
ty. There is some flexibility. Some prominent designers had migrat 
ed: from Germany, Reimar Horten to the Argentine and Edmund 
Schneider to Australia. From Poland Waclaw Czerwinski went to 
Canada. The date 1945 also is not applied very strictly. Sometimes 
there was continuous line of development so that new 'marks' of 
old originals were still being developed and this kind of thing con 
tinued also into much later years.

ARGENTINA
The soaring movement in Argentina began in 1931 and was much 
encouraged by the visit of the German group under Walter Georgii 
in 1934. New sailplanes were imported, including a Dittmar Condor 
1 and English Scott Viking. A Spalinger 18 came from Switzerland. 
Kits for several Kranich two-seaters were bought from Germany and 
some at least of these were completed, as was at least one Hutter H - 
17 and an Olympia. The 'Albatros' club near Buenos Aires in 1944 
owned five German Rhonbussards, five Grunau Babies and four pri 
mary gliders. About forty smaller clubs existed, some building their 
own aircraft. A state subsidy for gliding was introduced in late 1945. 
There was fairly firm official supervision and standards were high. 
Experiments were carried out with radio to allow instructors to 
speak to solo trainee pilots. Storm fronts as well as normal thermals 
were used for cross-country flights. 5 There was, however, little or no 
sailplane design activity until the arrival of Reimar Horten.

The Horten XV

The brothers Reimar and Walter Horten had developed the famous 
'all wing' sailplanes, Horten I, II, III and IV in pre-war Germany. 
While also engaged in wartime work on powered, tailless aircraft,

3 - Veronica Platt, Roberto Madsen, UN Callusser, San Martin, Robert Lucas, Chourout, Leo 
Follman, Sailplane and Glider, 1944 - 46

One of the two Horten XV single seaters at the World Championship, Madrid 7952.

they produced two examples of the extraordinary 24.25 metres 
span Horten VI sailplane, which flew briefly in 1945. After the war 
Reimar Horten, after a short time studying at Gottingen and tutor 
ing at Bonn University, obtained a post at the Institute Aerot^cnico 
(I Ae) in Cordoba and emigrated to Argentina. His brother remained 
in Germany and pursued a distinguished career independently. 
Among other activities Walter developed a powered version of the 
Horten 3 sailplane, the Ho 33, which flew successfully but was not 
produced in quantity.



I Ae. 41
Horten XV c

Urubu

Plywood skin

Metal

Fabric covering

Mass, empty, 250 kg

In flight, 410 kg 

Wing area 27 sq m

Aspect ratio 16 

Wing loading, 15.2 kg/sq
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Reimar was able to resume development of all-wing sailplanes but 
working conditions were bad at first. Aircraft quality materials were 
unobtainable and locally produced glues proved unsafe. Despite 
these problems a new two seat tailless sailplane, the I Ae 34 'Clen 
Antii' (Sunray) or Horten XVa was designed and three were com 
pleted during 1948 - 9. The span was 18 metres, the pilots sitting in 
a central nacelle one behind the other. The rear seat was raised 30 
cm to give a forward view over the head of the front pilot. The 
wooden, single spar wing was reminiscent of the Horten IV. It was 
entirely skinned with plywood, swept back with the necessary twist 
or 'washout' to provide stability in pitch, and dihedral. Elevens for 
pitch and roll control extended over the outer wing panels with 
large camber flaps inboard. Drag rudders were set into the outer 
wings, with large airbrakes near the centre, mounted at right angles 
to the aircraft centre line. A twin-wheeled tandem undercarriage 
was faired into the central nacelle, with a small nose skid.

There was extensive study of the H XVa in flight, with wool tuft 
tests on the wing to observe the stalling behaviour. A best glide ratio 
of 28:1 was claimed. Some pilots reported that the Ho XVa was diffi 
cult to fly because it was very sensitive in pitch. This was probably be 
cause they had not checked the balance. For a pilot of less than aver 
age weight a small forward adjustment of the centre of gravity would 
have stabilised the aircraft and reduced the sensitivity of the elevator.

For the World Soaring Championships of 1952, in Spain, two sin 
gle seat versions, the H XVb (or I Ae. 34 m) were built and rather 
hastily transported to Madrid without much testing. They had re 
tractable nose wheels instead of the front skid. During practice for 
the contest one of the H XVbs was written off after the wheel col 
lapsed and it rolled over forwards. The other was badly damaged on 
the fourth contest day and was withdrawn. Other Argentinean pi 
lots did much better, Jos£ Cuadrado, flying the orthodox Slingsby T 
- 34 Sky, placing fourth in the final list.

The Horten XVc (I Ae 41) 'Urubu' (Vulture) was developed from 
the H XVa as a two-seater with pilots side by side in a wide stream 
lined capsule. Covering much of the wing with fabric saved weight. 
There were no flaps. Handling was reported to be very good and 
safe. The best glide, 24: 1, was inferior to that of the XVa, probably 
because of the drag of the wide nacelle. Four of this type were built 
and flown extensively. One was used by Heinz Scheidhauer, Hort- 
en's test pilot, to make a flight across the Andes in October 1956, in 
company with a Slingsby Sky.

Interest in the H XVc was aroused in Germany and four copies 
were built there in the 'fifties. They did not succeed mainly because 
they were constructed from incomplete sets of plans.

The Hortens made much of what they regarded as their discovery 
of the 'bell-shaped' lift distribution. By combining sweep back and 
taper with negative twist (washout), the lift load in straight flight 
was adjusted so that the central part of the wing produced more lift 
in proportion to its area, than the outer. The outer parts of the wing 
were under-worked. Hence the stall always developed first in the 
centre. Dangerous tip stalling, causing violent nose up pitching and 
rolling, was avoided.

In addition, lightening the lift load at the tips was intended to pre 
vent adverse yaw when ailerons were applied. In orthodox 
sailplanes the fin and rudder are necessary to counteract this. 
Sailplanes with bell-shaped lift distribution, according to the Hort 
ens, needed no vertical tail. Pilots who flew the 'wings' reported 
nonetheless that there was adverse yaw and the tip drag rudders 
were necessary to counter it.

The bell-shaped lift curve entails considerable increases in drag. 
Ideally, no part of a wing should be parasitic, creating resistance 
without contributing its proper share of lift. An ideal lift load distri 
bution would make each segment of the wing area work equally. 
This can be approached closely by an un-swept, untwisted wing with 
nearly elliptical outline in plan. The Hortens knew this but accepted 
the performance penalty for the sake of stability and control.

The Horten XV 'Urubu' in the Museo National du Buenos Aires with the Piernifero 2 

above.

Horten XVI 'Colibri 1

Reimar Horten designed The H XVI as a small, light sailplane for 
the Buenos Aires 'Condor' club. It was intended for amateur con 
struction. With a span of 12 metres, the wing was in one piece for 
the sake of structural simplicity and lightness. The pilot sat upright 
in a small nacelle and the undercarriage was a simple rubber- 
sprung skid. The Condor club instructor, Waldemar Sturm, built a 
prototype. When he did preliminary test hops no serious problems 
were found. In January 1953 the Colibri was prepared for an aero- 
towed launch with Heinz Scheidhauer. No one had better experi 
ence of flying Horten sailplanes than Scheidhauer but he lost con 
trol immediately. The sailplane bounced up to 50 feet, stalled, 
rolled and hit the ground inverted. Fortunately the pilot was un 
hurt but the Colibri was never repaired.

Loss of control is almost certain in any aircraft if the centre of 
gravity is too far aft. Tailless aircraft are always very sensitive to 
small errors in this respect. Scheidhauer thought it likely that this 
had caused the demise of the Colibri.

One of the Ho XVc "Urubu' survives in the Museo National du 
Buenos Aires, with the 10 metre Piernifero 2 in incomplete state.
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AUSTRALIA
In the (southern hemisphere) summer of 1948 - 9, the gliding Club of 

Victoria, most of whose members lived in Melbourne, were operating 

at Benalla, a small country town with an aerodrome some 160 kilome 

tres north east of the city. On 9th January Keith Chamberlin in the 

club's Grunau Baby II hoped to complete his five-hour duration flight 

for the Silver C badge. After a couple of hours, including some low 

spots, he flew toward a large cumulus cloud, which gave very strong 

lift. People on the ground realised it was rapidly developing into a 

thunderstorm. Another GB soaring nearby had a radio but it did not 

work well. The pilot misunderstood the warning from base, believing 

he was advised to go towards the cloud but he was sufficiently experi 

enced to realise that this would be dangerous and flew clear.

There was no way of warning Chamberlin who did not appreciate 

his situation until he was at cloud base and still going up very 

rapidly, soon enveloped. He had no blind flying instruments or ex 

perience and the Grunau Baby II lacked air brakes and oxygen appa 

ratus.4 Despite his trying to steer out by compass the sailplane was 

quickly out of control in violent turbulence. Chamberlin could do 

nothing but hold the stick and wait, the airspeed fluctuating wildly. 

Hailstones were soon hammering him in the open cockpit and 

there was lightning. He was prepared to use his parachute but re 

solved not to jump as long as the glider did not break up. The al 

timeter wound up to more than 14,000 feet and then, with the pilot 

almost unconscious, came down as fast as it had gone up. Chamber 

lin at last saw the ground again, 1000 ft below. He was able to land 

in heavy rain, badly bruised and suffering from exposure. Helped

4 - The Grunau Baby II had neither brakes nor spoilers. The Ha had spoilers but it was not un 
til the GB lib appeared that brakes became standard.

Above: The E5 498 "Kangaroo" two seater designed and built by Edmond Schneider in 

South Australia in 7953. Below: One of the original Schneider ES 49 type built under li 

cence by Alexander Schleicher in Germany.

by the farmer, who had seen him come down, he recovered quickly 

in hospital. Analysis of the barograph chart showed that he had 

reached 15,300 ft above sea level. A rate of ascent of 106 m/sec (350 

ft per second) was measured, and the descent was equally rapid. 

Chamberlin claimed Australia's first Gold C climb.

The Grunau Baby, apart from dents in the aluminium fairing over 

the centre section, was undamaged.

There was a wholly unexpected outcome. In February Chamber- 

lin's story was printed in the English magazine, Sailplane and Glid 

ing. From there other magazines reprinted it. Among those who read 

it was Edmund Schneider. Forced to leave Grunau, with sons Harry 

and Edmund he was trying to establish a boat building business on 

the shores of the Bodensee (Lake Geneva). The post-war bans on fly 

ing were in place but he did some sailplane design work, producing 

plans for the Grunau Baby III and a strut-braced two-seater, the 

16.03 metre span ES - 49. As soon as the restrictions were lifted in 

1951 eight examples of Schneider's ES - 49 and several of the GB III 

were built under licence by Alexander Schleicher at Poppenhausen.

12
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Above: The later Grunau Baby 4 had a blown 

plastic canopy and rounded front decking. This 

example was restored and flown in 1997.

Left: Schneiders Grunau Baby 4 0/1953 bore 

little resemblance to the original Grunau 

Baby. This example was flying in Waikerie in 

South Australia in 1957.

It delighted Edmund that a Grunau Baby he had shipped to the 

Gliding Club of Victoria before the war had brought Keith Cham- 

berlin safely back to earth in such a storm. The Australians even had 

a record of the factory work number, 767, and the date of its test 

flight, 25th June 1937. After twelve years it withstood the storm, a 

testimony to the quality of work at Grunau.

Schneider wrote to the Gliding Club of Victoria to ask if there was 

any opportunity for a sailplane designer and constructor in Aus 

tralia. It was not an easy question. The total population of Australia 

was about 7.5 million; most living in half a dozen widely separated 

coastal cities. The gliding movement, though growing, was small 

and scattered. After further correspondence the Gliding Federation 

of Australia, recently formed, undertook to sponsor the family as 

immigrants. President of the Federation, Bill Iggulden, lent money 

for the fare. The Schneiders arrived in Melbourne late in 1950.

Work on sailplanes was not immediately available but another 

immigrant glider pilot, John Wotherspoon, had established a suc 

cessful tile manufacturing business in Adelaide, the capital of the 

State of South Australia. In 1952 he offered the Schneiders a work 

shop adjacent to his own plant, if they would design and build a 

two-seater for him. They moved to Adelaide, at that time a city of 

about 400,000 people.

The ES - 496 Kangaroo

Although Edmund Schneider gave the new two-seater the ES - 49B 

designation, as if it was merely a new mark of the ES - 49 he had de 

signed in Germany, the 'Kangaroo' was really a new type. The wing, 

strut braced, was 18 metres in span with a rectangular centre sec 

tion and strongly tapered outer panels. The original ES - 49 fuselage 

had been severely practical with a bluff front and octagonal cross

sections throughout. The Kangaroo was more elegant. The shape at 

the front was improved with a long transparent canopy over the 

two seats in tandem. Behind the wing the fuselage contracted to a 

relatively narrow tail boom. Only the tail unit could be identified 

directly with that of the ES - 49.

The Kangaroo was ready for its first flight in February 1953. It was 

much superior to the few existing Australian-designed and built two- 

seaters which had been in use hitherto. It was displayed at several air 

pageants in the State, and used for passenger joy flights. Harry 

Schneider, now acting as test pilot for his father as well as helping in 

the workshop and at the drawing board, on one occasion even 

found room in the rear seat for two adults. After a few weeks Wother 

spoon sold the sailplane to a farmer in New South Wales. He and 

Harry Schneider began the aerial delivery with a 327 kilometre goal 

flight from Parafield Airport in suburban Adelaide to Mildura in the 

State of Victoria, establishing a new national record for two-seaters. 

The rest of the distance was made in stages by aerotow.

Encouraged by this success the Schneiders registered a new com 

pany, Edmund Schneider Ltd., and became firmly established in 

Adelaide. One more of the Kangaroo type was built and delivered to 

the Dubbo Gliding Club in NSW in 1954. Meanwhile, Schneider 

sold plans for the original ES - 49. With the Australian name 'Walla 

by', three were built by various clubs. (One of these was still flying 
in 2002.)

Grunau Baby IV

Probably because he hoped the reputation of his older products 

would carry over to new designs, Edmund Schneider named his 

next sailplane the Grunau Baby IIIB. First flown in 1953 it had lit 

tle resemblance to the Grunau Baby III still offered in Germany by

14
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